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Free GPU drivers for Arm-based platforms

∙ Freedreno (Qualcomm Adreno GPUs)

∙ Panfrost (Arm Mali GPUs except Utgard)

∙ Lima (Arm Utgard Mali GPUs)

∙ Etnaviv (VeriSilicon Vivante GPUs)

∙ VC4 (Broadcom VideoCore IV)

∙ V3D (Broadcom VideoCore V)



∙ Continuous integration

∙ Mesa Compiler

∙ Mesa Gallium

∙ DRM helpers in the Kernel

∙ gitlab.freedesktop.org

Shared infrastructure



Freedreno: last year

∙ CI: we now have a3xx, a5xx, a6xx hw in CI

∙ a6xx dEQP conformance: 99.9% there

∙ a6xx geometry and tessellation shaders: couple loose ends to tie 
up but we are basically there for OpenGL ES 3.2

∙ fp16 and performance

∙ Vulkan (Turnip) coming into shape



Freedreno: next year

∙ Performance, performance, performance

∙ A lot of last-mile work:

− Remaining couple dEQP tests

− Turn on OpenGL ES 3.2

− Fix the flakes

∙ Switching more focus to vulkan



Panfrost: last year

∙ Complete OpenGL ES 2.0 support

∙ Substantial Open GL ES 3.0 support

∙ Support for low-power variants: T720 and T820

∙ Extensive CI: T720, T820, T760 and T860

∙ Product readiness

∙ First contributions from consumer electronic companies



Panfrost: next year

∙ More contributors!

∙ Complete OpenGL ES 3.0 support

∙ Substantial OpenGL ES 3.1 support

∙ More compute!

∙ Bifrost

∙ More performance (fp16 and more)



Lima: last year

∙ Both kernel and mesa driver were merged upstream

∙ Both gpir and ppir compilers have advanced enough to be able to compile 
most shaders

∙ Lima CI is up thanks to Collabora and BayLibre. dEQP OpenGL ES 2.0 stats:
− [16398/16398] Pass: 15915 Fail: 0 Skip: 417 ExpectedFail: 66 UnexpectedPass: 0 Crash: 0 Timeout: 0 Missing: 0 Flake: 0

∙ Blob cmd stream analysis tool has improved a lot and can decode cmd stream

∙ Command stream generation has been improved: multiple pending jobs, 
dynamic heap, etc.



Lima: next year

∙ Addressing remaining dEQP failures

∙ Improving gpir and ppir compilers

∙ Performance



Etnaviv: last year

∙ Per-process address spaces on MMUv2

∙ GC7000L support found in imx8m

∙ Initial experimental NIR based compiler



Etnaviv: next year

∙ GC400 support as found in STMicroelectronics STM32

∙ Fix piglit and deqp issues

∙ OpenGL ES 3 conformance

∙ Performance



V3D: last year

∙ OpenGL ES 3.1 conformance

∙ Geometry shaders



V3D: next year

∙ Progressing the OpenGL ES driver

∙ Develop a new Vulkan driver



Topic for discussion #1

Adoption of free drivers: status, barriers and prospect



Topic for discussion #2

Performance: how to achieve at least parity with the 
proprietary counterparts? 



Topic for discussion #3

Shared infrastructure (kernel helpers, CI, reverse 
engineering tools and methods, Mesa/Gallium, etc).

What needs to be improved the most? 



Questions?



Thank you!


